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Funding Request Form 

 
Please answer the following questions, and email a saved copy of this document to 
info@manelekoele.org. Please send as a WORD Document.  Incomplete answers may 
delay or prevent you from being funded. 

1. Name of the organization 
 

2. Is this organization a 501c3?  No it is a state agency 
a. If no, are you affiliated with a 501c3?  
b.  If yes, who? 

 
3. Contact info:  

a. Name:  Doug Weidman 
b. Address:  LHES 
c. Email:  dgweidman@gmail.com or douglas_weidman@notes.k12.hi.us 
d. Additional contact person: 
e. Phone #  808-727-94444 
f. EIN (Employment Identification Number)  99-0266482 

4.  Description and history of the organization 

LHES is the K-12 public school on Lana’i.  For some years now the Industrial Arts (wood shop 
and auto shop) has been closed due to lack of securing teachers for those positions.  I am 
endeavoring to bring the auto program and the wood/construction program back as there is a 
clear interest and need for trades education on the island.  We did restart the auto program in 
summer of 2018. I will also teach both wood/construction and auto programs.  In my initial 
surveys of both auto and wood shops, I am finding that tools/equipment are missing, never 
bought in the first place or are broken which poses a safety risk to students. 
For example various hand power tools have the chords cut or are decades old, rusty etc. 
 

5. Current Project:  
a. Name of project:  Upgrade/Resupply of Wood/auto shops 
b. Rationale for project:  Tools/equipment is missing/broken 

 
6. Total amount of Funding Request: 

a. Date Funds will be needed:  ASAP or for next school year 

     7 Itemized breakdown of the funding request:  (Please include current budget for 
 organization and for the proposed project) 
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Perhaps it is important to point out that there is no current budget for equipment.  When I 
restarted the automotive program in the summer of 2018, the principal was kind enough to 
supply money so that we could buy tool sets, jack stands, safety glasses etc. so that we could 
get started.  I suspect that he simply paid for these items himself.  We went over to Maui and 
purchased the items from Sears and brought them back on the ferry.  Below I will itemize the 
tools/equipment which would improve the shops and reasons why. 
 
      Item                                  Reason                                                      Qty                 Cost 
 
1)  30 gall Port Elec               Current compressor is old and                    2                    $700 ea 
     Compressor                      would not pass state inspection 
 
2)  Dewalt cordless tool          Power tools are broken or we do                2 sets            $450 ea 
     Set (skilsaw, jigsaw,          not have.  Dewalt batteries hold charge 
     Sawlsaw, drill)                   well which would be great for students 
 
3) Router                                Router is broken.  The level does                1                    $70 
                                               not lock making it unusable 
 
4) Router table                        Do not have                                                1                     $199 
 
5) Pneumatic Nail guns           Do not have, we have empty cases            2 sets            $250                              
(framing gun, finishing gun,     nail guns were taken? 
16 guage gun) 
 
6) Scroll Saw                           Do not have, this would be great for            1                   $150 
                                                Wood/art projects, plus it teaches 
                                                how to use a table saw safely in the  
                                                future 
 
7)  Replacement Fence           This item is missing thus making the            1                  $300 
     for shop table saw             current table saw unsafe for students 
 
8) Pneumatic chisel tool          Do not have                                                   1 set           $100 
    Bits 
 
9)  Compound saw                 We are currently using my saw from my          2                $350 
                                               home 
 
10) Drill bit set                        We have a mishmash of drill bits but no           1                $75 
       complete set 
 
11) Tap and Die Set      Do not have       1                $190 
 
12) Clamp set                        Have some clamps in various disrepair             1                $430 
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13) Impact wrench                A mishmash of socket for the air gun               1                 $220 
      Socket set 
 
14)  Absorbent material        For oil spills, currently we use sawdust             2 bags        $40 ea 
      Which is not ideal 
 
15) Shipping                        The larger items would require shipping                               $675 * 
    Smaller items, I can go to Maui and                                       (15%  
              Purchase from Loews or Home Depot and                         estimate 
    bring back on ferry  
                                                                                                                        Total           $5189  
 

8.  Identify who the funding request would benefit, i.e. what age groups, etc.  Include 
number and demographics of targeted population. 
 
The funding request would benefit the students of Lana’i high school.  Currently we have an 
I&E course which is open to grade 9 and above.  It serves as a beginner project course so 
that students can take future shop courses.  However I am finding that I am limited in what I 
am trying to do because of missing equipment or time spent trying to figure out a work 
around.  We also have two auto courses which serve grades 10,11 and 12. These are 
going better because of the initial investment from the principal.  However we do run into 
projects that we cannot do because we do not have the equipment.  Currently there are 16 
students in I&E and 21 students in auto.  Since tools should last a long time (when treated 
right) the funding would benefit students for years. 

 
9. What specific goals are you trying to achieve? How will you evaluate success? 
 
Specific goals which I am trying to achieve are numerous and vary with the individual 
student.  I am finding some are much better with their hands than others.  With those who 
are not as proficient I am teaching basic tool use.  For example cutting plywood with a 
skilsaw.  For those more proficient, projects.  For example there is a group building bike 
racks, another building a 3 in 1 table, another building benches out of pallets.  I am 
evaluating success through the quality of their projects. 
 

 
10. Other sources of funding the group has received or is planning on applying for: 

I applied for Federal Perkins funds in that I am hoping to buy a tire changing machine and a 
scissors lift, so that we can have two bays going instead of one, for the auto shop.  I 
applied back in Sept/18.  As if this time I have not heard anything back so I am unsure if the 
request was approved. 

 
11. Supply a community reference and their contact information. 

Elton Kinoshita, LHES principal, 565-7900, Elton_kinoshita@notes.k12.hi.us 
 


